Linguistic travel package
Academia Cienfuegos

Learn Spanish and discover a country
Cienfuegos, Cuba

A lovely little hotel that has everything
to make your linguistic travel
a complete success.

Faro Luna hotel
Gran Caribe
Grupo hotelero

Whithout a doubt, our favorite place
in the area.
The two-storied buildings have a modern
architecture style. The 46 rooms have a fantastic
view of the sea. As quoted in the travel guide « Le
Routard » : « pleasant hotel with human
dimension ».
The hotel grounds have lush green spaces dotted
with palm trees. Rooms are comfortable and
spacious; a nice swimming pool, a small shop and
a bar that is open until 11 PM. The Rancho Luna
beach is at a 5 minute walk from the hotel.
The staff is very welcoming and make their duty to
converse in Spanish, thereby helping the students
to practice their new acquired language skills.

A few members of the Academia Cienfuegos.
From left to right : María del Carmen Molina Pérez, teacher responsable, Agustín Rodríguez
Domínguez, teacher, Mayda Hernández Moreno, teacher, Lucia Yera, teacher, Myriam
Santander, dance teacher, Ana Gloria Portela, representative of Paradiso and Massiel
Delgado Cabrera, representative of Paradiso.

Visit to the Trade School Joseph Tantete Dubruiller

Two students making a presentation in
Spanish.

Dinner with the teachers.

ACADEMIA CIENFUEGOS
Spanish immersion school
The school is located at the Faro Luna Hotel therefore you do not
have to go far to attend the classes.
The program offered is the work of a group of Cuban teachers that
have an extensive university background and more then 20 years of
experience in teaching Spanish.
We are currently offering 5 levels of classes : Beginner to Advanced.
From now on, the 5th is dedicated to the conversation on chosen
themes. Each class comprises a maximum of 10 students.

30 hours of classes and 30 hours of complementary activities
The program consists of 30 hours of classes and 30 hours of complementary activities
(including 10 extra hours of conversation) such as expeditions and cultural visits that
allow you to test your newly acquired skills.
Your dedicated teacher accompanies you to all the planned activities and offers you
his/her full support during this unique experience. A workbook will be handed to you at
the time of your level evaluation.
This linguistic package is for people who have just begun learning Spanish, who have a
basic knowledge of the language and also for those who want to improve their
language skills.

Tomas Terry theater, Cienfuegos

Boat expedition, Cienfuegos Bay.

Visit to Palmira city, Los Orishas

Diversified activities

A cultural immersion

Off the beaten track

You have to visit the city of Cienfuegos

Three thematic activities will take place at

10 km North of Cienfuegos is located the

and thus have the pleasure to discover the

the hotel.

town of Palmira, where you will be invited to

Jose Marti park, the magnificent Tomas

1. Movie debate. You will discover that

attend a show in the temple of the Santeria

Terry theater, the provincial Museum, the

Cuban cinema is well alive. Inspired by the

(for a group of 12 people or more). This

« Palacio de Valle », the « Boulevar » with its

subjects the film makers talk about in their

religion is born from the amazing syncretism

restaurants, boutiques, art gallery,

movies, teachers will discuss every day life

between Catholicism and African’s animist

bookstore… Founded in 1819 by French

in Cuba.

practices. On the program : The Orishas,
Santeria’s divinities. The smaller groups will

colonists that came from Louisiana and
Bordeaux, this wonderful city is called « the
Pearl of the South ».

2. Cuban culture night. A journey into

visit the Botanical Garden of Cienfuegos.

deep cuban music history and into the
cuban soul by reading poetry.

A boat expedition will also allow you to see
the city and its surroundings from the

3. Farewell dinner. A very emotional

Cienfuegos Bay. You will enjoy the visit of

moment where a typical cuban dinner is

the fortress Nuestra Señora de los Angeles

served, a time for sharing before saying

de Jagua.

goodbye.

Over the years, Cuba has developped
renowed art schools to offer an education
that is very open to creativity and is
unbending about strictness and
professionalism. You will have the chance to
visit the provincial school of art or the
graphic workshop.

Cienfuegos, cuba

Classes and activities package
$895 per person for 2 weeks.

Group rate available on demand, 7 people or more.
Private classes are available only to students who have attended group classes at least
once and completed the whole program, including the complementary activities.
Cost to be determined.

For information :
Georgette Rondeau / Richard Nault ( : 1-819-268-2564
Email : academia.cienfuegos@gmail.com

Web site : http://formationcuba.com

Faro Luna hotel package
Airline / hotel / 3 meals / transportation airport-hotel
Prices depending on the season and length of the stay.
In partnership with professional travel agents who will offer you competitive prices.
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